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Kassin James - Waiting For You

                            tom:
                Db

            Db                                      Abadd9
I used to be the reason that you talked a lot

You have change suddenlly now you just want
  Gb7M
To say
               A7M
That there's is no way
Db                                   Abadd9
That you need to go to find yourself again, be another women
               Gb7M
So is this the end
               A7M
So is this the end
Ebm7                           Abadd9
You said you would come back to me
                                Gb7M
That you last destination will be me
                           Abadd9
I said don't worry I'll be around
    Db
Hey girl and I aways and I aways sing this
Abadd9                     Gb7M
Song waiting for you to come to me
                   Abadd9
Waiting for you to come to me
     Db
Hey girl and I aways and I aways sing this
Abadd9
Song
                   Gb7M
Waiting for you to come to me
                   A7M
Waiting for you to come to me
  Db      Abadd9
Yeah oh oh oh oh
                   Gb7M
Waiting for you to come to me
                   A7M
Waiting for you to come to me

Db                               Abadd9
One day someone came and told me that what is
                       Gb7M
Yours will always come back
            A7M
Will aways come back
      Db                         Abadd9
True love never ends and in the heart of those

                   Gb7M
Who feel it is as eternal as time
         A7M
It is as eternal as time

Ebm7                               Abadd9
You said you would come back to me
                                    Gb7M
That you last destination will be me
                            Abadd9
I said don't worry I'll be around
    Db
Hey girl and I aways and I aways sing this
Abadd9                     Gb7M
Song waiting for you to come to me
                    A7M
Waiting for you to come to me
     Db
Hey girl and I aways and I aways sing this
Abadd9
Song
                   Gb7M
Waiting for you to come to me
                   A7M
Waiting for you to come to me
Db         Abadd9
Yeah oh oh oh oh
                  Gb7M
Waiting for you to come to me
                   A7M
Waiting for you to come to me
Badd9        Dbadd9
Where are you?
Badd9        Dbadd9
Where are you?
   Gb7M          Abadd9        Gb7M
I will always be here and I will always be
Abadd9
Here
     Db
Hey girl and I aways and I aways sing this
Abadd9                     Gb7M
Song waiting for you to come to me
                   A7M
Waiting for you to come to me
    Db
Hey girl and I aways and I aways sing this
Abadd9
Song
                  Gb7M
Waiting for you to come to me
                   A7M       Db7M
Waiting for you to come to me
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